
Zool 173 J. O. Matson

Mammalogy
DR. JOHN  O.  MATSON

DH 438;  924-4891
matson@email.sjsu.edu

COURSE PREREQUISITES: Zoology 116 (or instructor’s permission).

COURSE OVERVIEW:
Zoology 173 (Mammalogy) builds upon the concepts and skills presented in Biology Core 
courses and Zoology 116 (Vertebrate Evolution and Natural History).  I will assume that you 
have already taken these courses or have my permission to take the course.

Mammalogy is an intensive survey course to introduce you to various aspects of mammalian 
biology including a survey of California mammals.

Major topics covered in Mammalogy include: characteristics, origin and evolution, ecology 
and conservation, morphological and physiological adaptations, biodiversity (identification 
and classification of mammals), behavior, and systematics of mammals.  Emphasis will be on 
understanding relationships and concepts that are grounded in scientific facts.

OFFICE HOURS: 2:00-3:50 M & W (or by arrangement)

FIELD TRIP:
A weekend field trip (optional) is scheduled for the weekend of 14-16 September.  It is 
designed to introduce you to some of the basic field methods used in the study of small 
mammals.  A field journal/catalogue is to be kept and turned in for a grade (50 pts, due 19 
September).  If you do not participate in the field trip, you will need to do a 2nd research paper 
(see below).  More details later.

GRADING:
Exams will include information from lectures, labs, discussions, and reading assignments. 
Your grade for the course will depend upon your performance via several exams, reports, and 
class participation.  It is to your benefit to meet deadlines.  Make-up exams will not be given. 
You will be penalized for turning in late assignments (5% of the points possible for each 
lecture/lab period).  Course grades will be based upon the following percentages (your total 
points accumulated divided by 450 points):

% % %
A =   92-100  B- = 80-81 D+ = 68-69
A- = 90-91  C+ = 78-79 D   = 62-67
B+ = 88-89  C  =  72-77 D-  = 60-61
B   = 82-87  C- = 70-71 F    = below 60

Graded  Assignments Dates
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Sept. 19 Field Journal   50
Oct.   3 Lab Exam #1 (Skull, Skeleton, Teeth)   50
Oct. 17 Midterm (Characteristics-Rodents) 100
Nov.  26 Research Paper due    50
Dec.   5 Lab Exam #2 (California Mammals)    50
Dec. 10 Final Exam (Lagomorphs-Biogeography) 100
Active participation during lecture-discussion and lab,

approximately 2 pts/class
  50

TOTAL                         450  

TEXTS:
Chapter readings in the schedule are from Vaughan, be familiar with the chapter content for 
each lecture topic.  I will give you more specific reading assignments for each topic during 
lecture & labs.  

Vaughan, T. A., J. M. Ryan, and N. J. Czaplewski. 2000. Mammalogy. 4rd edition. 
Saunders College Publishing.

Kays, R. W. and D. E. Wilson. 2002. Mammals of North America.  Princeton 
University Press.

Matson, J. O. 2005.  Zoology 173, Mammalogy Laboratory Manual.  Available 
through the Mammal Society of SJSU.

Lecture/lab Format:
The texts and lab manual are designed to guide you through both lecture and lab portions of 
the course.  The reading assignments are for reference; be familiar with the topic for each 
lecture so you can join in a discussion rather than just a formal lecture.  Sometimes the 
lecture/discussion will flow over into the lab.  The schedule listed is tentative.  Sometimes 
lecture discussions are interesting enough to continue on the following class meeting so 
something has to give.  In that case it may be the next lecture topic.

Library Research Papers:
A library research paper is required (two if you do not attend the field trip).  The topics will 
be of your choice but must include one of two different approaches.  1) It can be centered on 
a specific taxon (species, Genus, Family, or Order).  The format for this paper will take the 
form as demonstrated in “Mammalian Species” (I will provide examples).  This should be at 
least three pages (double-spaced, 12 font) plus literature cited.  This type of paper is intended 
to provide you with an in-depth knowledge of one taxon (plural = taxa) of mammals.  Choose 
your subject wisely.  Consult with me before you pick a mammal taxon.
2) A second type of paper must focus on some aspect of mammalian biology.  Some 
examples are reviews of the literature on mammalian: 1) water regulation; 2) desert 
adaptations; 3) population cycles; 4) feeding behavior; 5) comparative functional 
morphology; and, 6) competitive interactions; 7) other (?).  This paper is intended to give you 
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depth in a broader field of the biology of mammals.  Again, the length should be at least three 
pages (double-spaced, 12 font) plus literature cited.

You may select to do either type of paper.

Grading Papers:
I will expect a thorough review of your taxon/topic (25 pts).  You should use current 
literature when possible, but historic literature is also important, especially for reviews of 
a specific taxon (10 pts).  Grammar and consistency are elements of good writing (10 
pts). Literature cited format, examine a recent issue of the Journal of Mammalogy for 
proper citation of literature in both text and “Literature Cited” parts of an article.  This is 
the format I will expect you to use in the paper (5 pts).  

Cheating Policy:
Cheating comes in various costumes.  Plagiarism (to steal information and pass it on as your 
own, i.e. not giving credit to the original work), copying from another student’s paper during 
exams, to discuss test items on “take home” exams, bringing crib sheets (paper with potential 
answers to questions) into a test, etc.  These and other similar actions will not be tolerated.  If 
cheating occurs, the person(s) will receive a grade of F in the course and the University 
Administration will be notified.

University and Department policy require a serious and compelling reason 
to drop a course after the free drop period. Grades alone do not constitute 
a reason to drop a course (see University Catalog).
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FALL 2007
Lecture/Lab Schedule

Week Month Monday Wednesday
1 Aug. 27. Introduction/no lab: Chapter 1. 29. Characteristics/skull morphology: 

Chapter 2.
2 Sept. 3. LABOR DAY 5. Characteristics/skull morphology: 

Chapter 2.
3 Sept. 10. Origin and Evolution/ skull-skeleton: 

Chapter 3.
12. Origin and Evolution/ skull-skeleton: 
Chapter 3.

14-16 September: Field trip to Warner Mountains area to sample 
small mammal populations and learn field techniques.

4 Sept. 17. Origin and Evolution/ skull-skeleton: 
Chapter 3. 

19. Teeth/dentition: Chapter 2
      Field Journal due (50 pts)

5 Sept. 24. Skin/Hair/skull-skeleton: Chapter 2. 26. Reproduction/Skull- skeleton: Chapter
      20.  

6 Oct. 1. Classification of mammals/Mammalian
    Orders: Chapter 4-5.

3.  Lab Exam#1: skull, skeleton, teeth, 
      50 points

7 Oct. 8. Marsupials, Insectivores & Bats/ 
    California mammals: Chapters 6-8, 10.

10.  Rodents/California Mammals: 
        Chapter 1.

8 Oct. 15. Rodents and Lagomorphs/ California 
      Mammals: Chapter 18&19.

17. Lecture Midterm Exam 
(Characteristics to Rodents), 100 pts.

9 Oct. 22.  Carnivores/ California Mammals: 
       Chapter 12.

24.  Artiodactyls/ California Mammals: 
      Chapter 17.

10 Oct. 29. Artiodactyls & Perissodactyls/ 
     California Mammals: Chapters 17&16.

31. Cetaceans/California Mammals: 
      Chapter 13.

11 Nov. 5.  Primates/California Mammals:   
      Chapter 11

7.  Other Orders/California
      Mammals: Chapters various.

12 Nov. 12. No Class: Veterans Day 14. Populations/California Mammals: 
Chapter 24.

13 Nov. 19. Library time, no class, prepare
      Research Paper.

21. No Class Thanksgiving Holiday. 

14 Nov. 26. Metabolism & Temperature 
      regulation/ California Mammals: 
      Chapter 21. 
      Library Paper Due (50 pts)

28. Water regulation & Locomotor 
       Adaptations/ California Mammals: 
      Chapter 21.

15 Dec. 3.  Behavior & Biogeography/California 
     Mammals:  Chapter 23/25.

5.  Lab Exam#2: California Mammals 
     (50 pts)

16 Dec. 10. Second Exam:  Lagomorphs 
through Biogeography, 100 pts.

12.  Final Exam: Feeding & Drinking 
behavior of Primates—Grandes @ 
1830. 
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